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Introduction 

 

That developments in the technology of sound production impact the nature of musical 

performance is obvious. But the relationship is deeper and more subtle than merely establishing 

the possibilities and mechanical limitations of the instruments that produce the sounds, and 

profoundly affects the musical gestures composers organize. There is a reciprocal relationship 

between heard music and the musical concepts of composers; changes in sound producing 

technology also impact the way composers think, and therefore compose. As early as 

Monteverdi’s time, the rise of instrumental music was having an impact on his musical thought. 

He lived in a transitional period and was clearly aware of it. His distinction between the two 

practices: prima prattica and seconda prattica, shows that he understood musical style and 

performance practices were changing. But more significantly, perhaps beyond his own 

recognition, idiomatic, stylistic traits that became part of his expressive repertoire when 

composing for instruments, began to show up in works composed for vocal performance. The 

limitations and possibilities of instruments need not apply when composing for voices. In fact, 

the influence of instrumental idioms may increase the difficulty of singing. But musical thought 

is often not so compartmentalized. Some composers are acknowledged as having made little 

distinction between their ideas for one instrument and another, or between human voice and 

instruments, the obvious necessities of range and other limitations, notwithstanding. J.S. Bach 

and G.F. Handel are good examples. Singers often observe that many of Bach’s or Handel’s 

vocal melismas seem more like instrumental lines than vocal melodies. And Beethoven is often 

cited as having composed for the piano in a less than fully idiomatic way, despite the greatness 

of his piano compositions from a musical standpoint. On some level, musical thought is musical 

thought in its purest form. And stimuli from one sonic experience flow into the subconscious and 

ultimately into all a composer’s music. And so, just as mechanical-acoustical instruments slowly 

gained prominence over vocal consorts, through several hundred years of musical developments, 

so are developments in computer and information technology having effects on the way 

composers work and think today. The advent of recording, improvements and innovations in 

traditional instruments, the assimilation of unique, non-traditional sound-producing objects, and 

electronic syntheses and computer software for the generation, recording, organizing, and editing 

of sound, are changing the way composers work, thereby introducing their own influences on the 

aesthetic impulses of composers. Changes in the way composers work ultimately influence the 

way we think, and not just in practical matters, but also our aesthetic sense of what is musical.  

 

The act of organizing sound into a coherent, satisfying musical work or event can be 

accomplished through an almost infinite variety of procedures. The event can be meticulously 

notated, with virtually every detail specified. Or it can be improvised with only minimal verbal 

instructions or other gestures to guide a performance. It is the need to realize a composer’s 

wishes and to duplicate these in subsequent performances that has led to the sophisticated system 

of musical notation we have today. But now its role in the creation of music is changing too. The 

development of notation was forced by the lack of any other means of preserving a performance. 



Without a way to preserve the actual event, every performance of a piece had to be a recreation 

of the original. Now that actual performances can be faithfully preserved, and more and more of 

the music we experience is recorded, not live music, the need for precise notation has been 

diminishing. Notation need only serve to produce the initial version, and so can be abbreviated, 

crude, unusual, verbal, or nonexistent. Many recording sessions for film, commercials, and 

popular music are notated in only the most rudimentary way. Some are mostly improvised, and 

increasingly, in the case of artificial or sampled instruments recorded through MIDI technology, 

not notated at all but performed directly to a computer disk.   

 

Given the various purposes for music in a complex world, it’s not surprising that composers and 

composer/performers approach the task of creating music in such various ways. Even among 

those composers who work in the more or less traditional genres, there are considerable 

differences in their actual working practices. Many work at the keyboard, traditionally the piano, 

but more and more frequently, a synthesizer that offers timbres closer to those for which the 

work is being crafted. Other composers choose to work completely away from any instrument, 

relying only on their internal sense of pitch, and fashion the entire composition through 

intellectual operations. Some practice combinations of these, perhaps composing on paper, then 

checking or referring to an instrument to check pitches, or confirm that harmonic voicings are 

what they had in mind. And still other composers are concerned only with formal arrangements 

worked out through an elaborate construct, and are prepared to accept however that sounds, 

regardless of whether or not the first hearing was precisely what was expected if, in fact, there 

were any sonic expectations. For many such composers, the elements of rhythm, texture, formal 

organization, variety and balance of density and activity are the main concerns. And these are 

much easier to perceive in the mind through notational symbols than complex harmonies and 

convoluted melodic lines filled with difficult intervals. All of these approaches are valid in one 

way or another. But the working process itself influences the kind of music that will result. We 

naturally expect that a composer will develop working processes that suit their musical needs and 

the practical applications for which they compose. After all, someone creating a 30-second 

“sound design” as background for a TV commercial may have little need for a full score if 

they’re working with computer sounds directly recorded to a MIDI file or saved as a wave file on 

a computer disk. We also expect that composers will be attracted to a working process that befits 

their own need for artistic expression.  

But what is not so often recognized is that same composer, working through a different process, 

will compose DIFFERENT music. Their thoughts will be influenced greatly by the approach 

they use. We often assume that a composer’s musical concepts are set, rather like innate 

personality traits, and are influenced primarily by the music they hear; that artistic influences are 

so strong that they constitute the main steering forces that cause one’s music to vary. But 

working processes can and do strongly influence the way composers think. 

 

 

  

I. 

   Precedence in Works of Historical Composers:  

Monteverdi, J.S. Bach, Beethoven 

 

Change in music throughout history has been less a uniform progression of developments than 



alternating periods of relative stability, punctuated by sometimes short periods during which 

major changes in both styles and technology took place. Such a transitional time was the late 

Renaissance/early Baroque. The transition from modes to major minor tonality, the increased use 

of instruments, the theoretical underpinnings of tonal harmony, and the establishment of a 

musical texture consisting of three main elements: a florid treble melodic line, an inner chordal 

framework defining the prevailing harmony, and a bass line which supported the harmony and 

contrasted the melody - an arrangement that remains with us today - are just a few of the nearly 

revolutionary changes that took place in relatively short time – noticeable within one lifetime, a 

remarkable pace of change for the time. Claudio Monteverdi was well aware that music was in a 

period of significant transition: His characterization of works composed in “prima prattica” and 

“seconda prattica” suggests that he considered the two different practices as sharply distinct. But 

despite his effort to partition his works into two different categories, inevitably, influences from 

one practice found their way into the other. The salient characteristic of prima prattica was 

adherence to the ideals of the Renaissance common practice: modal polyphony, while seconda 

prattica made use of the newer style in which text strongly influenced monodic melodies. So 

certainly the more progressive style showed the influence of the Doctrine of the Affections as 

well as other aspects of the newer Baroque style. However, what is most interesting to me is the 

increase in the occurrence of skips in works composed in prima prattica, in Monteverdi’s later 

works. My own informal survey of the madrigals in all eight books published between 1587 and 

1638 suggests a much more frequent use of wide intervals in the later ones. It is a general 

consensus that this body of work, which spans over fifty years, is something of a microcosm of 

practices common during that time, depicting the transition from the Renaissance to the Baroque.  

And it is generally accepted that the newer aesthetic that valued the meaning and expressiveness 

of words drove these changes. However, another transition was occurring concomitantly:  

 

The rise of instrumental performance and the inclusion of instruments, particularly stringed 

instruments, in ensembles. And while skips are more difficult for singers than stepwise motion, 

they are as easy – sometimes easier - for most instrumentalists, particularly string players, and all 

that was possible with valveless brass instruments. I suggest that is was exposure to the melodic 

contours more common in instrumental performance than vocal, that also influenced the 

inclusion of wider melodic intervals in later vocal lines. If not, if Monteverdi sought to compose 

in a style that was most idiomatically appropriate for voices, he would have reserved wider 

intervals- or at least used them much more frequently – in purely instrumental melodies. While 

this observation of Monteverdi’s work is not rigorous research, and may be open to debate; who 

can deny the obvious influence of instrumental idioms in the works of Bach and Handel, indeed 

many Baroque composers? Clearly, the facility of more refined instruments and the capabilities 

of better-trained performers were affecting the musical concepts of composers even then.    

     

 

 

II. 

Distinctive Features of Electronic/Computer Instruments vs. Acoustic Instruments 

 

When contemplating the effect of electronic technology on musical concepts and expression, and 

what impact they may have on music, some obvious differences between traditional instruments 

and electronic and/or digital instruments come to mind: First, of course, are the limitations of the 



human body, as well as the limitations of acoustic instruments themselves, and the interface 

between the player and the instrument. Singers and wind instrument players must breathe (or 

exhale) at some point between phrases, pianists can only play ten (or perhaps slightly more) 

different pitches at a time (notwithstanding the use of something like Charles Ives’ stick), the 

violin bow is only so long, as is the human arm, and so forth. Of course none of these limitations 

are applicable to electronically produced sounds. The range of pitch can be, theoretically, above 

and below human hearing, sounds can go on, unwavering, for as long as the computer is 

operating; no pauses for breaths need ever occur naturally in computer generated music, and the 

number of sounds that can be layered and played back simultaneously is, for all practical 

purposes, nearly limitless. But of course, music doesn’t and shouldn’t always exploit every 

possibility. And for now, the gestures that result from natural anatomical limitations of human 

music makers as well as the unique restrictions of the inanimate instruments, are so much a part 

of what we interpret as “musical” that a great deal of the effort to improve electronic instruments 

has focused on ways to make them sound more like acoustic instruments, at least with regard to 

the expressiveness of tone, and in attempts to make even timbres that don’t mimic preexisting 

acoustic instruments have at least an envelope that suggests more traditional nuances. Our 

concept of what is “musical” has been shaped through centuries of intimate association with 

acoustic instruments as well as by the physical limitations of players.  

And this phenomenon goes back at least as far at the Baroque as well: Trills and other forms of 

ornamentation, although performed on many instruments, were particularly useful in Baroque 

keyboard music, for sustaining intensity – indeed, the tone itself – and wresting graceful gestures 

from the main secular keyboard instruments of the day – the clavichord and harpsichord. The 

“style brise” of the French clavicinists of the period was also driven, in part, by the limitations of 

the instruments, for it derived from idiomatic features of lute playing, a non-keyboard stringed 

instrument with similar acoustic limitations. But all of these practices remained commonplace in 

music even after lute, harpsichord, and clavichord were supplanted by the piano as most common 

keyboard instrument for secular music. And although all these ornamental and highly articulated 

representations of harmony, so useful for Baroque instruments, are also possible on the piano, 

they are somewhat more problematic, given the sustaining power of the instrument – particularly 

pianos of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries - and the difficulty of coordinating pedaling to 

achieve smooth phrasing while not blurring the ornamental articulations. Perhaps this, along with 

the rise of more chromatic harmony of the late Classical and Romantic periods partially accounts 

for their general demise. But the dynamic is clear: A feature that is useful or technically 

necessary because of some limitation unique to an instrument or class of instruments, becomes 

accepted, then found to be musical and expressive, and becomes a component of a particular 

style and is expected and carried on well past any practical need for the device.             

 

The question is, will this same process of acceptance - becoming valuation – becoming 

expectation be repeated with these electronic instruments? Will long decades or centuries of 

living with these electronic machines also shape, or at least influence, our aesthetic values and 

expectations? Or will we continue to try and squeeze from these new devices, articulations that 

we have historically interpreted as musical. It is our nature to incorporate sounds of new devices 

into what we accept as music. The human voice certainly was one of the first music makers, and 

many instruments can be made to approximate vocal shaping of melodies, if not the verbal 

articulations. But that hasn’t kept us from exploring and discovering new gestures and 

incorporating those into the fabric of music. So, following this dynamic, we should expect that 



sounds and gestures that are unique to electronic instruments will become more common and 

take their place alongside sounds of traditional acoustic instruments. We certainly have seen this 

beginning to take place, particularly in advertising, where “sound design” more often than not, 

utilizes electronically generated and/or manipulated sounds. Techniques such as gating, a gesture 

created when the envelope of a sound, typically a crescendo, or a decrescendo in the case of a 

reverse gate, is abruptly truncated. The electronic technique of gating has its origins in recording 

studio techniques used to combat unwanted noise or increase dynamic range, but has been 

adopted as a unique expressive gesture with considerable impact. It is an effect not easily created 

nor as absolutely achieved with non-electronic instruments. And it has become a common feature 

of music used in films, advertising, and popular music. And gating is an effect that can be 

created with an electronically produced timbre or a recording of acoustic instruments.  

A trait I’ve noticed in music that is exclusively or predominately created in a computer or with 

MIDI instruments, is the lack of wide dynamic range. While electronics can produce dynamic 

range that exceeds what nearly any acoustic instrument can achieve (organ may be the 

exception), it is not as convenient with most of them. Typically, volume level is set for the 

device being used or instrument assigned to a track. And although pedals can be used to control 

volume and controller keyboards are now velocity sensitive, there is still a tendency for 

composers who work mostly in these mediums, to use less dynamic expressiveness than is 

usually found in acoustic music. True, MIDI editing features in sequencer software allows 

mapping of dynamics, but it is less intuitive than achieving it during performance and, it has 

seemed to me, less common in most synthetically produced music. Another common feature 

evident in much synthesized music is the lack of textural variety. This again, I suspect, is 

because of the way such music is typically created. That is, one track at a time, layered, with one 

instrument or sound assigned to particular track, just as one staff represents the notes to be 

played by an instrument in an orchestral score. The composer of orchestral music may just as 

easily pen a note or phrase on one staff as another, so long as the range works, but composing by 

directly playing onto a sequencer track has the effect of keeping the performer/composer on that 

track. This probably accounts for the tendency of music derived in such a way to have rather 

similar texture throughout. And while the composer who begins by composing in notation 

software, letting the computer generate the MIDI version and ultimately the realized sound, has 

all the flexibility to jump around from one staff/track to another, this is the less musically 

expressive way to work. This latter approach is more often used by composers creating a piece 

that will be performed by traditional musicians, while the former approach generally works 

better if the finished music is to be the synthesized version itself. And that brings up the ancillary 

issue.     

 

 

 

III. 

Ways of Composing 
 

Before written notation was well developed, it’s likely that the act of “composing” was more a 

matter of relying on memory and various aids to organize performances and retain desired 

versions for a repeat, accepting considerable variation each time. As written representations 

became more accurate, these served to guide performers. And since that time, composers have 

differed on how they worked, falling into basically two different general approaches: composing 

with the aid of an instrument and without. Of the elements of music, rhythm and meter are 



perhaps the easiest things to set down accurately, and certainly do not require any external 

device, except perhaps a metronome to indicate the most exact tempos. And for composers 

whose internal sense of pitch is strong enough, composing directly on paper is a great 

convenience that speeds the process and affords greater freedom to work nearly anywhere. For 

others, a pitch producing instrument, ideally one that is polyphonic, is necessary.  

But one need not be chained to it, testing every pitch before notating it, for various procedures 

and devices like imitation, pattern repetition, sequence, canon, fugue, ostinato, even Alberti bass, 

allow composers freedom to work out ideas intellectually, according to some modus operandi, 

checking from time to time to see if the written pitches correspond to those imagined. And one 

suspects – although how this could be confirmed is hard to know – that it is the act of composing 

on paper, the intellectual aspect of the organization of sound, that, at least in part, drove the 

development of these procedures and devices. And in my own personal experience and 

observation, the way composers work seems to reflect itself in the music they produce. I cannot 

prove this, nor can I even provide strong evidence, other than that of observation and self-

awareness of my own experiences, having tried many different approaches. But composers who 

work completely at the piano or other keyboard, seem to produce music that is more tonal, 

generally more accessible, and less complex in terms of motivic exploitation than composers 

who work entirely on paper. In fact, following one of the most rigid approaches to composition, 

serial technique, especially total serialism, working with a pitch reference – other than in the 

initial working out of the set formations and permutations - is pointless and actually interferes. 

And as most listeners have noticed, such music, though cerebrally seductive, often is more 

difficult to understand and appreciate from the aural standpoint. The composer who creates 

entirely at a pitch-producing instrument is more likely to produce music that is what I would call 

pitch dominant while the composer who works entirely on paper more frequently crafts music 

that might be called structure dominant. 

 

But now composers have another, even more powerful set of tools for aiding their work: 

computers and software. And just as the piano or other keyboard aids in correctly planning 

pitches and harmony, computer programs and sound cards allow composers creating works for 

combinations of instruments, some better approximation of how the aggregate timbres will 

sound. And there are some interesting parallels between this interface and that of the traditional 

composer and the piano. And again, they have to do with the person who works mostly in their 

mind, as opposed to one who stays in close contact with the sound-producing device.  

Composers who avail themselves of the wide palette of sounds by creating directly at the 

computer or synthesizer, saving the complete work on sequencer, are more likely to have 

finished pieces that are timbre dominant, while composers who use a single voice of the 

computer or synthesizer simply to check pitches, in the same way as traditionally done at the 

piano, will more likely have finished music that is less satisfactory in terms of the timbres and 

musical ideas meshing ideally. This is somewhat analogous to the practice of composing the 

piece first, then orchestrating it after the fact (as was often done by composers in the late 

Renaissance and early Baroque), versus precisely crafting the gesture for a very specific 

combination of orchestral instruments, a practice exemplified by composers like Stravinsky, for 

whom the gesture and instrumentation were nearly inseparable. 

 

Interestingly, works by composers of the Baroque period, a time during which many 

compositions were typically somewhat less idiomatic than in later times when orchestration was 



in fullest flower, translate very well to many other instrumentations and even from voices to 

instruments. That is because the strength of such music lies in its basics: harmony, melody, 

counterpoint, rhythm, and form. Other music, music of later periods which relies very much on 

specific instrumental effects and uniquely orchestral techniques, often suffers when transcribed 

to other media. When working with electronically produced sounds: music that sounds effective 

when composing directly from the keyboard doesn’t produce automatic score notation or MIDI 

files that will work well when played by musicians, or even when realized by artificial timbres 

other than those used when the gesture was conceived. The reverse occurs too: music that plays 

well on the piano, and would be effective orchestrated, will work only with a very limited 

number of timbres available through the typical synthesizer, module, or sound card. In fact, for 

purposes of blending to produce satisfactory orchestral textures, MOST individual sounds of 

current synthesizer devices are nearly useless. Part of this results from marketing considerations 

and the pressures of the commercial marketplace. Electronic musical instrument manufacturers 

and developers of computer sound cards and programs are in a highly competitive situation – 

especially the instrument manufacturers who more often sell directly to end consumers. Their 

products must immediately impress – impress sufficiently to create a sale. So sounds are often 

intended to dazzle and wow prospective customers upon first hearing. And such timbres are 

often less suitable for combining in thick orchestral textures. Furthermore, the envelopes are 

often too long and slow developing to be used in fast or highly technical passages – and it is the 

string sounds, particularly, that often most exhibit this trait; they sound fine enough for very slow 

sustained background uses, but terrible for rapid, articulated passages. This is further exacerbated 

by the fact that many so-called “instruments,” in computer/synthesizer parlance, are actually 

sounds that approximate combinations of instruments, orchestral section sounds, or even a 

ritornello sound of an entire orchestra. However, when assigned to a MIDI track, these will be 

represented by a single melodic line in the score that will be generated. So, recording directly, 

music that may sound quite nice using such a timbre, when performed live, or realized by 

another instrument from the notation generated, often is completely ineffective.  

 

 

 

IV. 

Other Possible Musical Manifestations of Digital Technology 

 

Composers have traditionally revised and edited works in their written form – by changing the 

notation. But as the reciprocity between MIDI notation and sound becomes increasing precise 

(and I’m confident that it will), editing the music directly - with the resulting change occurring in 

the notation, buried, out of sight on a hard drive (or other, more extraordinary data storage device 

not yet available) - becomes increasingly viable. In the future, composers may make greater use 

of a technique long exploited by visual artists: montage. It has become a widely accepted and 

legitimate technique among visual artists to assemble fragments of existing images to create new 

works. We all remember Luciano Berio’s groundbreaking piece, “Sinfonia,” which used bits of 

many preexistent compositions, from Bach to Strauss, to create a dense, complex texture. Wave 

editing – which doesn’t necessarily involve any form of notation at all – is a procedure that is 

hardly tapped by modern composers. In the same way that experimental composers during the 

middle of the Twentieth Century used tape recorders to gather natural sounds and edit them, 

painstakingly, into pieces in a genre called “Musique Concrete,” in this 21
st
 century it may 



become commonplace for composers to manipulate sounds directly, fashioning them into 

distinctive works, without any means of notation, or even any INSTRUMENT, other than a 

computer and wave editing software.  

 

For hundreds of years composers generally derived as their most direct influences from the 

music of their times. But in more recent history, specifically since the late Twentieth Century, 

composers have become more likely, as a result of the abundance of recorded music – most of it 

from the past - to be influenced by music that is not of their times. So just as recording 

technology has impacted the music we experience, computer digitization of recorded sound, as 

well as the existence of a medium of notation that only computers read and write, may render 

human recreation of sound from notation, if not unnecessary, at least certainly less common than 

any time since early in the evolution of music notation. One has only to watch and listen to a 

Yamaha Diskclavier in operation to imagine what the future may hold.  

 

Computers may make obsolete, other practices too: With computer programs for music notation, 

many composers now dispense with the old labor and cost saving conventions of using Da Capo, 

Dal Segno, and other repeat schemes necessitated by hand copying and traditional printing 

methods, and choose to simply copy and paste elsewhere, sections that are to be repeated, thus 

eliminating frantic page turns. But this handy tool allowing cutting, copying, and pasting written 

notes from one place to another is used by composers to move and insert single notes, whole 

phrases, chords, rhythmic accompaniments, and literally any musical feature or gesture. And 

these cut-and-paste operations are possible not only with written notation but with wave files 

also. So it shouldn’t be surprising if cut, copy, and paste techniques start showing up in the sound 

edits of the finished works of composers. Because the process of editing or even composing a 

work doesn’t have to take place only on the score; it can be done directly in the MIDI file and 

even with the finished music. The Medieval practices of using a cantus firmus, from which other 

parts were derived, or canons in which one melody was duplicated in another voice or voices, 

were motivated largely by the philosophical and aesthetic paradigms of the time that valued 

derivation rather than suigeneris origination of material. However, surely the practical effect that 

singers learned material that was related was also a useful and efficient benefit.  

And there’s no doubt that the strophic treatment of text in Lutheran hymns was driven by the 

need for repetition to facilitate congregational singing in early Protestant churches. In recent 

decades, this style has shown up in congregational singing in the Catholic service as well, likely 

for many of the same reasons. In our times, since computer cut-and-paste allows convenient 

combining, even merging, of finished wave files, so these possibilities may also become more 

commonplace. Perhaps in the near future, works that are derived from preexisting music, by 

having been directly juxtaposed or combined, will become aesthetically valued because of the 

fact that such compositions integrate bits of sound from various periods in the past.  

 

There seems to be little consensus on what constitutes a common practice style now: Even by the 

end of the Nineteenth Century and into the Twentieth Century there were various reactionary 

strands to Romanticism and Post-Romanticism: Expressionism, Impressionism, Bruitism, 

Nationalism . . . all, in one way or another, splintered off from a mainstream that had been a 

more or less clear line of development in European art music. Now it is more apparent, in 

hindsight, that this was the beginning of how it is to be in this vast, complex, international, 

multicultural, and highly technological world in which we find ourselves. Various strands of 



philosophical and aesthetic approaches – in art music alone, let alone popular music, which 

dominates the broadcast media and entertainment industry – defy any comprehensive view of 

what the mainstream or common practice for composition might be. I think we are now in what 

might be called a period of consolidation, a period during which music from various cultures and 

historical periods are being increasingly disseminated and annexed to the body of art music. The 

revolution in communications has allowed us to know and experience more from the past and 

from other places, and digital technology that offers even more possibilities for combining these 

musics into new genres and forms. And as composers gain even greater means to manipulate 

existing sounds – whether recorded from live performances or generated electronically – the 

distinction between live and recorded will become increasingly insignificant. For most people in 

the developed world, the overwhelming majority of music they experience is recorded. And 

there’s no reason to imagine this will change any time in the foreseeable future. So it is 

reasonable to imagine that as technology improves, composers will increasingly manipulate 

existing sounds to produce original music.  

 

Before the advent of radio broadcasting and of recorded music as a consumer product, most 

households had pianos, for if there was to be music in the home, someone had to play. Violin and 

guitar were also popular instruments, but it was the piano that gave individuals the ability to fully 

realize music with rich harmonies and stirring power. And it was the expansion of the appetite 

for everyday music and the prevalence of pianos in homes - and not just upper-class homes, but 

extending to those of middle and even working class families - that drove the growth of the 

music publishing industry along with the providers of new popular music, the Tin Pan Alley 

songwriters.  

But after radio and recorded music became widely available, music in the home could be had 

much more easily than by having musically literate family members play. And the music 

publishing industry slowly declined. So the parallel between publishing and recording is clear: 

the popular recording industry is now what the music publishing business was: the chief provider 

of popular music, the source of which is no longer Tin Pan Alley, but the seemingly endless 

numbers of pop music performers in all styles. Will the Internet and the technical capacity to 

create music without performers as such, spell the decline of the recording industry as the growth 

of recording did for publishing?  After all, recording had both its origins and purpose rooted in 

preserving a performance of live musicians. For electronically-generated music, recording is, 

perhaps, a misnomer, for the files – be they MIDI or wave format – are themselves the master 

performance, and a CD, DAT tape, zip disk, floppy disk, or whatever new media format may 

come along, can be spun off at any time, or the music put on a web site, or broadcast to anyone 

with a compatible computer and software anywhere. In fact, the future for the recording industry 

may not be to fight the trend toward downloading music, but to exploit it, by following the lead 

of computer software developers who make their program upgrades available online. And since 

computers can now read a kind of music notation – MIDI - and create sound from it in very 

much the same way as living musicians have from traditional notation - and in the future will 

surely do it even better, becoming able to interpret every notated nuance, every slight tempo 

rubato, subtle dynamic shading, note and phrase articulation, notated by the composer – this kind 

of marketplace seems plausible and even probable.            

 

 

 



V. 

Notation, MIDI, and the Future of Musical Literacy 

 

For most of human history, and pre-history, during which humans had some kind of musical 

expression, all music-makers were illiterate – musical and otherwise. For just as written words 

are a way of preserving and transporting thoughts that can be expressed verbally, music notation 

is nothing more than a means of providing a performer with exact instructions for re-creating a 

musical event at another time or place.  But recording has changed all that. We now have the 

means to recreate the musical event – literally an exact duplicate – at another time or place 

without the intermediary of written instructions. By the end of the Nineteenth Century, music 

notation had become among the most refined tools for transporting and communicating 

instructions for complicated, coordinated human activities ever developed. And the first half of 

the Twentieth Century was dominated by music publishing, only to be supplanted by the 

recording industry in the second half. And so throughout the Twentieth Century the predictable 

result has been that more and more of the music most humans experiences is recorded music, 

and, again, predictably, more and more of the musicians who create the original music that is 

recorded and disseminated - pop musicians (and certainly pop music is the genre that is 

consumed by most people) - are musically illiterate. The vast majority of the pop music that is 

produced is done so without it ever existing as a precise, completely and carefully notated score. 

But is this necessarily a bad thing? After all, notation was never meant to exist for its own sake, 

but as the means to an end. So does it matter if the sound is never represented by a graphic 

abstraction? And does that mean music literacy is doomed? Ironically, not only humans, but 

machines too, need some kind of language to preserve and transport music if it is to be recreated. 

And that is exactly what the MIDI protocol is. And although comparatively crude, compared to 

the refinement and sophistication of printed music notation meant for human interpretation, 

music realized through computer realization of MIDI files is has advanced remarkably in less 

than twenty years, and is becoming increasing musical. And with artificial intelligence likewise 

progressing, it is conceivable that the ability of machines to realize MIDI notation will rival 

human expression, reading every articulation symbol and verbal expression marking now 

comprehended by the best of performers. It is entirely possible that the business of turning 

musical thought into sound will be entirely handled by interpretive devices and the written record 

and means of communication – the music notation – will become as incomprehensible to 

musicians as reams of binary code is to computer users. We may deal only with sound, just as the 

ancients did, unfettered by the necessity of notation. But unlike them, our music will not be lost - 

although it may be obscured by the abundance of works in the virtual universe!  

 

 

 

VI.  

The New Concert Hall 

 

Although the topic of this paper is the impact of technology on composers’ working processes 

and concepts, I couldn’t end it without some ruminations on the possible future of composition 

as a viable craft. Societies change. And the troubling fact that it is difficult for composers to get 

new works performed, that it is difficult for symphony orchestras to survive financially, and that 

the historical relationship between audiences, performers, and the originators of the music – 



composers – seems to be the exception rather than the rule, all are symptoms that the economic 

and social underpinnings that maintained that relationship have collapsed as surely as the feudal 

system did, and as surely as did the prominence of Christianity as partner and competitor with 

government for dominance as the regulating force in human behavior. That many of us are 

committed to continuing this craft doesn’t signify that the above conjecture is untrue. When an 

activity becomes anachronistic, there are usually some practitioners around who are unwilling to 

accept the change and persist in maintaining the tradition. We are coming to the end, or rather, I 

should say, a sharp turn in a path that began centuries ago, paradoxically, with the rise in 

technology that allowed us to have the great works we treasure today – the development of 

accurate notation and, more specifically, the technology of printing, that made practical, the 

collection and dissemination of music so that performances could be reconstituted. Printing 

progressed to recording, and so with it, an abundance of available music unprecedented in the 

history of the world. And music was not the only discipline so affected. Literature and writing in 

general also followed the same path. And along with that technological capacity came 

popularization and the decline of standards. It is perhaps heresy to suggest that democracy is not 

the best organizing principles for all circumstances, but the evidence suggests that for many 

purposes, it is not. Consider if we would be comfortable with a serious surgical procedure being 

performed by a practitioner selected because of their popularity with the audience of a TV talk 

show, or if we would want to be represented in an important legal matter by an amateur attorney 

who was personable on one of the “legal entertainment” shows on TV? When it comes to these 

matters we expect that some rigorous examination and mechanism for ascertaining one’s 

professional training and ability are in place. But in the case of music, it is, sadly, in some ways, 

the most democratic of activities – sex notwithstanding. Anybody can pick up an instrument of 

some kind and play anything they want. And, unfortunately it seems, someone will be willing to 

listen and even pay for it. For the contemporary reality is that in a world with few authoritative 

hierarchies for determining what music gets recorded and disseminated, purveyors of popular 

music are seen by the population generally as arbiters of what is worthwhile. The technologies 

that have allowed popularization of music – of all the arts – have allowed them to become 

democratized, leading to a general lowering of standards. When music or books had to be copied 

by hand, and even after, when significant cost was involved and numbers of copies limited, 

serious consideration had to be exercised in the selection of the content. Nowadays, the technical 

part of reproduction of music is relatively cheap; it is the marketing that costs, and therefore, it is 

that aspect of the promotion of pop performers that gets the greatest consideration. And I refer to 

popular music because the broadcast media and entertainment industry are dominated by popular 

culture. The situation is now exactly reverse from that of past centuries, especially the eras 

during which so much of the great music we inherited was created. In those times, either the 

administrators of the great cathedrals – and smaller ones too – exerted executive decisions about 

what music was performed; later, generally more educated patrons and/or concert impresarios 

made such decisions when it came to secular music. But now, naive adolescents (or adults with 

similar tastes) are the major consuming demographic, and record sales reflect this. Composition 

of fine music has always been a minority activity. But formerly, elitist with regard for cultivated 

practices were in control of the mechanisms for distribution. Now, elitists have little power to 

prevail in a culture dominated by a widespread belief in the virtue of egalitarianism in all things.  

 

Is there an alternative; some hope for the perpetuation of quality music? Perhaps it is this new 

technology that can be the salvation of interesting music. Composition has always had a limited 



audience, and without support from authoritative social institutions that fostered better music and 

shaped public tastes, probably never would have risen to the levels it has.  

In the current social environment, with the domination of popular media culture, in any given 

community there will probably always be very limited numbers from which to draw an audience 

for concerts of new music. So perhaps what composers need to do is connect more with potential 

audiences outside the geographical bounds of their localities, to exploit technology to make their 

music accessible and available outside the traditional venues. Live concerts are expensive and 

typically draw too few attendees to recoup costs, even for small ensemble presentations, and 

have to be subsidized. And the circumstances in which major orchestral works will receive 

quality performance in a live concert are even rarer. Recordings, too, have financial limitations 

when offered through the conventional retail outlets. I suggest that it is through the Internet, the 

means by which one can reach many, that the music of limited appeal may be disseminated best. 

There are other products in similar straights: The owner of a shop specializing in rare items for 

which there is limited market in their geographical region may struggle to remain in business, or 

more often fail. But such establishments have found the Internet to be their salvation. By offering 

their wares to potential customers throughout the country or world, a sizeable interested, 

aggregate demographic can be developed. Perhaps this model can serve composers and 

consumers of new music. Only in the past few years has this approach for purposes of music 

been technically feasible. Sending and downloading the very large amounts of data needed for 

quality reproduction of lengthy works has been impossible for most computer installations. But 

with higher speed broadband connections and better compression programs, we are now able to 

make works available to others without the need to physically mail even a small disk. I can’t say 

exactly how this may work, except that throughout the country and world, there are sufficient 

numbers of discerning individuals interested in new, non-pop music to constitute a sizeable 

audience. If we composers can establish sites that make the music available at an attractive cost, 

perhaps the day of trying to subsidize recordings and concerts, only to face disappointingly 

limited interest, will have passed. In the same way the recording and the broadcast media 

democratized music, the arts, and culture in general, perhaps this new technology – computers 

and the Internet – will reverse this trend, and allow individuals of like interests, though they may 

be separated by thousands of miles, to effectively merge into communities that support elite 

interests and maintain the art and craft of composition . . . that is, if composers will adapt and use 

these possibilities, rather than lament the past and continue to struggle, futilely, to maintain 

anachronistic notions about the nature of the relationship between themselves and audiences, in 

vain attempts to regain what will not be again.  

 
 

 


